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MeV Ion Loss During •'He Minority Heating in TFTR 

S.J. Zweben, G. Hammett, R. Boivin, C. Phillips. R. Wilson 

Abstract 

The loss of MeV ions during 3He ICRH minority heating experiments 
has been measured using scintillator detectors near the wall of TFTR. 
The observed MeV ion losses to the bottom (90° poloidal) detector are 
generally consistent with the expected first-orbit loss of D-3He alpha 
particle fusion products, with an inferred global reaction rate up to 
=:1016 reactions/sec. A qualitatively similar but unexpectedly large loss 
occurs 45° poloidally below the outer midpiane. This additional loss 
might be due to ICRH ta i l ions or to ICRH wave-induced loss of 
previously confined fusion products. 
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1, Introduction 

The fusion reaction D+JHe->p{l4.6 MeV)*of(3.7 MeV) creates an 
alpha part ic le w i th nearly the same energy as in D + T->n( i4 . l 
MeV)+c*(3.5 MeV). Therefore alpha particle confinement and loss 
measurements in D-3He plasmas are of considerable interest for 
anticipating and planning the upcoming D-T experiments in TFTR and JET 
{and future D-T tokamaks). 

D-3He fusion reaction rates equal to or higher than the best D-D 
reaction rates have recently been obtained in JET[1] as a by-product "'He 
minority Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH). and similar •'He tCRH 
experiments have been performed at TFTR [21. This paper describes 
measurements and modeling of MeV ion losses observed during the 1990 
3He 1CRH experiments on TFTR. These are the most extensive 
measurements to date of alpha particle loss from a tokamak. 

An advantage of using O-̂ He alphas for simulating D-T alpha 
particle physics is that the experiments can be done without the 
possibly large background due to the D-T neutrons, well before the D-T 
experiments on TFTR. The main disadvantage of D-JHe is that the 
achievable reaction rates with JHe 1CRF minority heating are only about 
]% of those which can be obtained in the same machine with D-T. so 
that a ful l study of collective alpha effects[3] is apparently not 
possible. However, that the D-3He reaction rate might be increased to 
about \Q% that of D-T by using an injected 0.5 MeV beam instead of the 
ICRH tail, as proposed recently for JT-60-U[4]. 

Another disadvantage of D-3He is that the reaction rate can not be 
diagnosed using neutrons as i t can be in D-T (and D-D). Although 
considerable information has been obtained at JET[5] by measuring the % 
emission from the weak secondary branch of the reaction D*3He-> 
2f( 16.6 MeV)+5Li. this information is yet not routinely available on 
TFTRI61. Therefore the D-3He reaction rate (and particularly its profile) 
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are not directly measured for the TFTR discharges described in this 
paper. 

Nevertheless, some interesting results have been obtained using 
the escaping MeV ion detectors previously used for D-D experiments[7]. 
which are also to be used for D-T. This paper begins in Sec. 2 with a 
discussion of several possible loss mechanisms for MeV ions during 3He 
minority ICRH. Section 3 contains a brief review of previous results and 
a description of the present TFTR MeV ion loss detectors. The new 
measurements of the MeV ion loss are discussed in Sec. 4, and some 
modeling pertaining to these results is in Sec. 5. Note that ICRH 
hydrogen minority heated discharges have a very different behavior with 
respect to MeV ion loss, and wil l be discussed elsewhere. 

2. Mechanisms of MaV Ion Loss During ICRH 

There are at least three possible mechanisms for ICRH-induced 
MeV ion loss during these 3He minority heating experiments (in addition 
to the usual f i rs t -orb i t and MHD-induced D-D fusion product loss 
described previously for TFTR NBI experiments [7]), namely: 

1) first-orbit loss of the D-3He fusion products, 
2) loss of the high energy part of the 3He minority tail itself, and 
3) lCRH-wave-induced deconfinement of fusion products 

The first mechanism is the simplest one, in which D-JHe charged 
fusion products are lost on their first orbits similarly to D-D fusion 
products[7]. Since the gyroradius of the 3.7 MeV D-3He alpha particle is 
only about ]Q% larger than that of the 1 MeV triton or 3 MeV proton 
from D-D reactions, the alpha particle first-orbit loss characteristics 
(e.g. the pitch angle distribution) should be approximately the same as 
those for D-D fusion products (although the fusion product source profile 
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could differ between ICRF-rmnority and NB1 heating). Note that the 
f i rst-orbi t loss of the 14.6 MeV protons from D-3He should always 
accompany the first-orbit loss of the 3.7 MeV alphas (see Sec. 4.3). 

The second MeV ion loss mechanism is direct loss of the high 
energy minority tail ions, as previously seen in hydrogen minority iCRH 
experiments in PLT[8] and TFTR[9]. This can not be "f irst-orbit" loss, 
since these tail ions are gradually accelerated up to MeV energies by the 
RF fields, although some neoclassical loss is possible[10]. Since the 
energy input into the minority tail is usually >10 2 times larger than the 
energy output in D-3He fusion reactions (corresponding to Q<.01), this 
direct tail loss could be considerably larger than the first-orbit fusion 
product alpha loss (in terms of lost ions/sec). However, in JET[1,5] the 
tail confinement appears to be consistent with classical expectations 
(i.e. no detectable diffusion or loss), and no clear evidence for JHe 
minority tail loss has yet been found in either JET or TFTR. 

The third possible MeV ion loss mechanism is due to ICRH-wave-
induced deconfinement of previously confined D-D or D-3He fusion 
products, i.e. due to the perturbing effect of the electric and/or 
magnetic fields associated with the RF waves themselves. For example, 
during 3He minority heating the RF waves might also heat 1 MeV tritons 
at their second harmonic. The ICRH-wave-induced transport of the 
minority tail itself has been calculatedfl 1], and an RF-induced radial 
transport of partially thermalized alphas has been proposed as an ash 
removal mechanism for tokamaks[12]. Such an RF-wave-driven diffusion 
of D-D or D-^He fusion products might be occurring in the present 
experiment, as discussed at the end of Sec. 4.6. 

It is important to emphasize that the high energy part of the 3He 
minority tail can have some properties in common with the fusion-
produced D-3He alpha particles. For example, the creation rate of D-JHe 
alphas is proportional to the population of the high energy 3He ions (at 
a few-hundred keV), implying that the time dependences of their 
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creation and loss during a discharge could be similar. Both species also 
can have a similar energy distribution function inside the plasma 
(although it is unlikely that the tail ions loss would occur only near the 
f irst-orbit loss energy of the alphas). Furthermore, any ICRH-wave-
induced deconfinement process would most likely affect both types of 
ions similarly. Thus the process of experimentally distinguishing 
between these three loss mechanisms within a particular ICRH+NBI 
discharge can be non-trivial, particularly with detectors like ours which 
are not sensitive to species differences, e.g. between 3He. ''He. and ^H 
(only to gyroradii). 

Note, incidentally, that small source rates of both 3.5 MeV D-T 
alphas and 3.7 MeV D-3He alphas are also present with D-D NBl due the 
burnup of the 1.0 MeV triton and 0.8 MeV •'He ions normally created by 
D-D fusion reactions. However, these source rates are typically only \% 
of the D-D source rate and so are not separately observable in the 
present experiments, which are dominated by either D-D or [CRH-induced 
D-3Ke fusion products. Also, a source of alphas due to D injected ions 
reacting with thermal 3He should also be present (proportional to the D-
D source rate), but since the cross section* for beam-target D-JHe is 
about x2 less than that for D-D. and since the density of thermal 3He is 
«]Q% than that of thermal D. then this D-3He reaction rate should be 
«S% that the D-D reaction rate, which is negligible in the present 
experiments. 

3. MeV Ion Loss Detectors 

The first and up to now the only measurements of MeV alpha loss 
in a tokamak were done on lCRH-heated D-3He plasmas in PLT using a 
time-integrating plastic track detector[13]. in that experiment the 
plasma current was only about 600 kA. therefore even alphas created 
near the plasma center could escape from the plasma and be detected at 
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the wall. 

However, several measurements have been made of the loss of 14.6 
MeV protons from the D-3He reaction, such as those on PLT[14], PDX[15], 
TFTR[16], and JET[17]. In these experiments the 14.6 MeV proton was 
measured using a silicon surface barrier detector, which has good energy 
resolution but l i t t le or no pitch angle resolution. For Refs. [15-16] the 
14.7 MeV protons came from the burnup of the 3He created by D-D 
reactions, while for Refs. [13-14] and [17] the protons were created 
during ICRH minority heating of 3He. in PLT[14] and to a greater extent 
in JET[17] the proton loss during ICRH 3He minority heating was 
observed to be strongly modulated by sawteeth. 

The location and design of the scinti l lation detectors for the 
present TFTR experiment is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Their pinhole/slit 
aperture is similar to that used in PLT[13], but the track detector is 
replaced by a ZnS(Ag) scintil lator screen in order to form a time-
resolved 2-D image the lost MeV ions on the scintillator plane. The ions 
are internally dispersed by the aperture pair according to their toroidal 
pitch angle X <i-e. magnetic moment) in one direction and their 
gyroradius (i.e. energy) in the other. The 3p aluminum foil behind the 
slit aperture blocks low energy ions (e.g. alphas <1 MeV) and plasma 
light. This detector design and associated detector orbit calculations 
have been discussed previously in the context of D-D fusion product loss 
measurements! 71. 

For TFTR plasma currents of interest (1-2 MA), the first-orbit loss 
of 3.7 MeV D-3He alphas should come from radii typically r/a>0.3, 
s imi lar to D-D fusion products. Jt would be interest ing to 
simultaneously measure the loss of the 14.6 MeV protons, since their 
first-orbit loss should come from regions nearer to the magnetic axis. 
However the present scintillator was not designed for this, and is too 
thin to respond to the 14.6 MeV protons (see Sec. 4.3). 
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The scint i l lator light emission from the present TFTR alpha 
detectors is monitored either with an intensified video camera or a bank 
of photomultiplier tubes (but not both together). The camera provides 
2-D images of the scintillator plane at a rate of up to 60 frames/sec 
(presently digitized at 30 fields/sec), while the PM tubes provide much 
faster time response (=20 kHz), but for only a few points within the 2-D 
image. 

4. Measurements of MeV Ion Loss During 3He Minority Heating 

This section describes MeV ion loss measurements made with ''He 
mtnonty heating during the 1990 TFTR run. Several different conditions 
of plasma current and different mixes of auxiliary oower (ICRF and NB1) 
were investigated, as summarized in Table 1. Except for Sees 4.6 and 
4.7. the MeV ion data described below was from the "bottom" detector 
about 90° below the outer midplane, i.e. detector # 6 in Fig. 2. 

In all the cases 3He was used in the minority heating mode with 
concentrations in the range of a few percent in D majority plasmas, 
with an 1CRH frequency of 37 MHz and a resonant layer location within 
about ±5 cm of the plasma major radius of Ro=2.6 m at a toroidal 
magnetic field on axis of B=4.6-4.9 T. The plasma current range used 
here was 1.4-2.0 MA, and the maximum ICRF power was 5.2 MW. The 
ICRH-only cases also had deuterium pellet fueling just before the start 
of the ICRH. The cases with NBI + ICRH used the standard 100 keV 
parallel deuterium neutral beams in TFTR. 

The approach of the present paper is to describe these new 
measurements and check whether the observed loss is consistent with 
the simplest possible loss mechanism (1) described in Sec. 2, namely 
the first-orbit loss of the •-''He fusion-product alpha particle. Since 
the physics of the possible tail ion loss and/or iCRF-wave-induced 
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deconfinement is not well understood theoretically, and not yet 
documented experimentally, i t is so far only pos-jible to identify these 
other losses by eliminating the simplest possibility. 

4.1 Time Dependences 

The measured time dependence of the scintillator light emission 
for a typical discharge with both tCRH and NB1 heating ( # 5 i 7 3 l ) is 
shown in Fig. 3(a), along with the 2.5 MeV neutron emission rate. For 
this discharge the plasma current was 1.4 MA, the major and minor radii 
were R0=2.6 m and a=0.95 m, the NBI power was 19.5 MW during 3.0-4.0 
sec. and the ICRH power was 3.1 MW during 3.3-3.8 sec. An identically 
prepared 1.4 MA discharge with NBI-only (*51734) is a shown in Fig. 
3(b). For both of these shots the scintillator light from the MeV ions 
was monitored near the peak of the 2-D light emission pattern by a 
single PM tube, and the 2.5 MeV neutron signal was normalized to the 
scintillator detector signal for the NBI-only shot at 3.3 sec. with the 
same normalization carried over to the NBI*ICRH shot. 

The main result illustrated by Fig. 3 is that the scintillator light 
signal due to MeV ions increases during tCRH even without a significant 
increase of the D-D neutron rate. Since the signal during NBI-only is 
normally due to the first-orbit loss of D-D fusion products[7J. which is 
proportional to the neutron rate (except during strong MHD activity, 
which is not present during this discharge), then extra signal during 
ICRH is evidently not due to the normal loss D-D fusion products. 

Also evident from Fig. 3(a) are fair ly large and rapid time 
variations of the ICRH-induced MeV ion loss (e.g. a 5(1% change within 
about 30 msec), commonly seen when using the PM detection system. 
These variations do not appear to be caused by MHD or sawteeth in the 
plasma, but seem to be due to to changes in the ICRH coupling to the 
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minority tons (ICRH pickup can be excluded since electrically equivalent 
PM tubes not viewing the scinti l lator show only the usual small 
neutron/gamma background). This interesting aspect of the time 
variation wi l l not be pursued further in the present paper, since most of 
the data was obtained using the relatively slow video camera detection 
system. 

Two examples of the video camera measurement of the total ICRH--
induced MeV ion loss vs time are shown in F\<\. 4(3) and 4(b). Fig. 4(a) 
is for a 1.4 MA shot similar to that of Fiq. 5(a). but with up to 5.2 MW 
of ICRF was applied during 19 MW of NBI (*54271). This figure also 
shows a very similar shot with NB!-only (*S4272) plotted on the same 
scale. Evidently the MeV ion loss signal increases by about a factor of 
2-3 during [CRH, even though the 2.5 MeV neutron emission vs time is 
almost identical with or without ICRH. 

Fig. 4(b) shows a shot in which 4.6 MW of ICRH is applied without 
NBI to a 1.4 MA discharge previously fueled with deuterium pellet 
injection (#55540). The lost MeV ion signal level in this ICRH-only case 
is st i l l rather high, i.e. about 0.3 times that observed for D-D fusion 
product loss in the 19 MW NBi-only phase of the discharge sr.own in Fig. 
4(a). Notice that the neutron rate in this ICRH-only discharge is only 
=3x10 1 3 n/s. which is negligible compared to = 10 1 6 n/sec for the NB1-
only case, as shown in Fig. 4(c). 

Thus the application of ICRH heating to D-JHe plasmas produces a 
loss of MeV ions not normally seen during D-D NBI plasmas. This loss 
starts and stops just after the ICRH heating waveform, with a delay of 
at least 10's of msec at both ends. The loss can also be strongly 
varying with time during the RF pulse in an irregular way from shot-to 
shot, most likely due to variations in the ICRH coupling efficiency to the 
plasma and not to MHD activity, at least for shots like that in Fig. 3(a). 
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4.2 Pitch Angle and Gyroradius Distributions 

Figs. 5(a) and (b) show a comparison between the 2-D scintilla^ •* 
light emission patterns for a typical iCRH-only (*55540) and a NB!-oniy 
discharge (#54274). These two patterns were obtained from digitized 
video images integrated over the duration of the respective heating 
pulses. The ICRH-oniy pattern comes from the same 1 A MA. 4.6 MW 
shot shown in Fig. 4(b). and the NBI-only pattern comes from a 1.4 MA. 
23 MW shot similar to that in Fig. 4(b). 

The grid superimposed en the patterns in Fig. 5 represents the 
toroidal pitch angle (X) vs gyroradius (p) coordinate system mapped onto 
the scintillator plane, as derived from a detector simulation identical to 
that described previously[7]. Note that these grid points represent only 
the ceniroids of the expected impact positions of particles with a given 
(X.p). and that in particular the p distr ibution are significantly 
broadened by the finite detector resolution. The foil energy attenuation 
factor was tanen to be 0.8 for both cases, as it was previously for the 
D-D fusion products and also should be for 3.7 MeV alpha psrtictesMSL 

The examples of Fig. 5 illustrate the general trend that the (X.p) 
distributions for the ICRH-only case are at least qualitatively similar to 
those for the NBI-only case. This is consistent with the expectation 
that the MeV ion loss mechanism during D-JHe is simple first-orbit loss 
of the 3.7 MeV alpha particles, which should have (X.p) distribution 
similar to the D-D fusion products. 

The (X.p) comparison between ICRH-only and NBI-only shots is 
examined in nice detail in Figs. 6 and 7, which show the separate pitch 
angle and gyroradius distributions of the data of Figs. 5(a) and (b). The 
pitch angle distributions are averaged over the gyroradius range p=2-l 1 
cm. and the gyroradius distributions are averaged over the pitch angle 
range X=45°-90° (both corresponding to the grid region shown in Fig. 5). 
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Note that the neutron/gamma background has been subtracted in both 
cases using a portion of the scintillator not hit by fusion products (this 
background is negligible in the ICRH-only shots). 

The measured pitch angle distributions for the NBI-only and ICRH-
only cases shown in Fig. 6(a) are quite similar tc each other, with peaks 
at X=66° and 68°, respectively, and FWHM of 14° and 15°, respectively. 
Pitch distributions for all other ICRH-only and ICRH+NBI discharges are 
quite similar to the cases shown. Since the D-D pitch distributions have 
been consistent with the first-orbit loss model[7], this implies that the 
pitch distribution with ICRH-only is roughly consistent with the f irst-
orbit loss of 3.7 MeV alphas. 

To check this, two calculated pitch angle distributions for f i rst-
orbit loss of 3.7 MeV alphas are also shcvn in Fig. 6(b). These curves 
were obtained from the standard ORBIT codi>calcuiation[19], which takes 
into account the magnetic structure derived from the SNAP analysis code 
for this shot, and the known detector and optical broadening effects as 
in Ref. [7]. For one curve the alpha source profile shape was taken to be 
a Gaussian with FWHM/a=0.5, as is typical for D-D source profile (see 
Sec. 4.5), while for the other curve a very narrow profile was chosen 
with FWHM/a=0.2 (used in Sec. 4.6). 

The calculated pitch angle curve with FWHM/a=0.5 agrees quite 
we'll with the measured ICRH-only data, implying that this data is 
consistent with f i rst-orbi t loss of 3.7 MeV alphas. Mote that the 
expected peak pitch angle for first-orb it loss is rather insensitive to 
the assumed alpha energy, varying by only ±3° over the alpha energy 
range 3.7±2 MeV (the expected D-D fusion product location is also only 
about 1° smaller than that for the 3.7 MeV alpha peak). However, the 
escaping 15 MeV protons has a significantly different pitch distribution, 
as discussed in Sec. 4.3. 

Fig. 7 shows the measured gyroradius distributions for these same 
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two NBI-only and ICRH-only shots. Although the two gyroradius 
distributions are qualitatively similar to each other, they have a 
different peak location and shape, with the peak at p=5 cm for the NBI-
only case and at p=6.8 cm for the ICRH-only case. <ie ICRH-only case 
also has a part icularly high signal at large cjyroradii p>7 cm, 
independent of the ICRH power level. The expected gyroradius for f irst-
orbit loss of 3.7 MeV alphas at this detector is p=5.4 cm, i.e. only about 
]Q% larger than that for D-D fusion products (p=4.9 cm). 

Recall that the p coordinate of Fig. 7 measures only the centroids 
of the impact zones for ions of a given incident energy (converted to a 
90° gyroradius p), and that most of the spread in the data along this 
coordinate is due to the finite resolution of the detector apertures. 
Thus these distributions need to be compared with those calculated 
using the detector analysis code, such as the one for D-D fusion products 
also shown in Fig. 7. After including the detector geometric and optical 
broadening effects, the expected gyroradius distribution for D-D fusion 
products is similar to the NBI-only data, as shown in Fig. 7. However, 
there is a discrepancy between the measured and expected distributions 
for 3.7 MeV alphas, as discussed in Sec. 4.3, wtiich is could due to the 
presence of 15 MeV protons or to the large Doppler broadening of the 
alphas. Note that the measured 0-0 distribution in Fig. 7 may also 
affected by the Doppler shift due to beam-target reactions, not included 
in the modeling. 

In summary, the pitch angle distribution of the MeV ions lost 
during ICRH minority heating agrees with that expected for first-orbit 
loss of the 3.7 MeV alpha particle. However, the gyroradius distribution 
during ICRH-only shows a peak p about 25* higher than expected, and a 
broad signal at higher p>7 cm. This anomaly is examined further in the 
next section. 
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4.3 Effects of 15 MeV Protons and Alpha Doppler Broadening 

The expected first-orbit loss rate for 15 MeV protons is actually 
larger than that for the 3.7 MeV alphas, since the orbits of the 15 MeV 
protons can escape to the detector from nearer the plasma center. For 
example, Fig. 8(a) shows the 3.7 MeV alpha and 15 MeV proton loss 
orbits which pass nearest to the plasma center for a 1.4 MA ICRH-only 
discharge (*55540). and Fig. 8(b) shows these "fattest banana" orbits 
for a 2.0 MA discharge <*54316). 

At both these currents the 15 MeV proton orbits, can be lost from 
the plasma center to the bottom det-sctor, while the 3.7 MeV alpha 
orbits are lost only from about r/a>0.3. Therefore the calculated f irst-
orbit toss for 15 MeV protons is somewhere between 2-5 times larger 
that for 3.7 MeV alphas (for the 1.4 MA case), assuming D-3He source 
profiles shapes with FWHM/a=0.5 and FwWa=0.3, respectively. 

However, the present detector was not designed to measure 15 MeV 
protons, which tend to pass right through the 10ji thick ZnS scintillator 
without interaction. At the expected angle of incidence of =15° to the 
scintillator surface a 15 MeV proton should deposit oniy about =0.5 MeV 
in the scintil lator!8,20], whereas a 3 MeV p-oton should deposit about 
1.0-1.5 MeV[18], and a 3.7 MeV alphas should deposit its entire energy in 
the scintillator. However, the ZnS scintillator light output for 3.5 MeV 
alphas is about 6 times that for 3 MeV protons, as measured in a D-D 
test stand [18] Cthe higher light output/energy deposited is probably due 
to the larger charge of the alpha). Therefore the expected ratio of the 
light output for a 15 MeV proton relative to a 3.7 MeV alpha is only 
=0.1-0.05. Note that since this ratio has not yet been measured for 
these scintillators, this is only an approximate estimate. 

We now reexamine the pitch and gyroradius distributions of Sec. 
4.2 in order to look for signs of 15 MeV proton first-orbit loss. Fig. 9 
shows a comparison between the expected gyroradius distribution for 1 5 
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MeV protons and that for 3.7 MeV alphas (where both distributions have 
been normalized to the peak height of the data from the previous ICRH-
only discharge). An equal weighting of these two distributions could 
reproduce the measured peak location at p=;6.8 cm, and could roughly 
explain the unexpectedly large signal at high p>7 cm. However, this 
would imply an escaping proton flux of about 10-20 times the escaping 
alpha flux, in contrast to the expected proton first-orbit loss rate of 2-
5 times the alpha first-orbit loss rate estimated from the orbit code for 
the source profile FWHM/a=0.3-0.5. 

Fig. 10 shows the expected pitch angle distribution for the first-
orbit loss of 15 MeV protons, along with the calculated first-orbit loss 
distribution for 3.7 MeV alphas assuming a source profi le shape 
FWHM/a=0,3. The 15 MeV protons signal should peak at a pitch angle of 
X=78°. which is significantly higher than the expected peak at 67° for 
3.7 MeV alphas and the measured peak at 68°. Therefore the measured 
pitch angle distribution does not seem to allow the presence of a large 
15 MeV first-orbit loss component comparable to the 3.7 MeV alpha 
component (as suggested by the gyroradius distribution), even assuming 
a narrower source prof i le, since the peak of the resulting pitch 
distribution would be at a larger angle than observed. 

This conclusion is further supported by i ig. 11, which shows a 
comparison between the measured pitch angle distributions for the 
ICRH-only case for two different gyroradii ranges p=3-5 cm and p=9-11 
cm. The measured pitch distribution at large gyroradii shows only a 
slight feature near 78° which could be attributed to 15 MeV protons, 
corresponding to an additional signal obout 0.1 times the 3.7 MeV alpha 
signal (i.e. roughly consistent with the expected 15 MeV proton flux 
from the first-orbit calculations). Thus the first-orbit loss of 15 MeV 
protons can not explain the higher than expected p distributions in ICRH-
only cases. 

However, a different effect which can in principle explain both the 
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gyroradius and pitch distributions in lCRH-only shots is the unusually 
large Doppler broadening of the 3.7 MeV alphas expected due to the high 
energy of the JHe ion tail distributional]. For example, a ^He ion with a 
plausible energy of 0.4 MeV fusing with a stationary D wi l l create a 
fusion product alpha of energy s=5.6 MeV in the lab frame, which has a 
gyroradius (at a 90° pitch angle) very close to the observed peak of the 
measured distribution at ps6.8 cm. As mentioned previously, the 
expected pitch angle distribution for first-orbit loss is quite insensitive 
to the alpha birth energy, so that even 5.6 MeV alphas should be lost 
near the measured ICRH-only pitch angle of Fig. "0. 

The conclusion of this section is that because of their relatively 
low light output (per ion) the 15 MeV protons do not contribute 
significantly to the observed signals. However, the anomaly in the 
observed gyroradius distribution can probably be explained by the 
Doppler-broadened energy spectrum of the 3.7 MeV alphas, as described 
in more detail in Sec. 5.2. 

4.4 Plasma Current Dependence 

If the lost MeV ion signals observed during 1CRH minority heating 
were due to f irst-orbit loss of the D-̂ He alpha particles, then these 
signals should have the same dependence on plasma current as seen 
previously for 0-D fusion products[7L The two main changes seen with 
increasing current were a decrease in lost ion flux (per neutron) and a 
shift in the pitch angle distribution to smaller %. Unfortunately, the 
former can not be checked here, since there w?»s no independent monitor 
of the D-3He reaction rate to use in normalizing the lost ion ftux. 

The measured MeV ion loss vs time for a typical 2 MA, 3.7 MW 
ICRF+23 MW NBI discharge (*54316) is shown in Fig. 12(a) (sti l l with 
B0=4.9 T and R0=2.6 m). This curve shows the time dependence of the 
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total loss to the bottom detector, integrated over pitch and gyroradius 
in the video camera mode as for Fig. 4(a). The MeV ion flux again 
increases during ICRH without a corresponding increase in rhe D-D 
reaction rate, e.g. by a factor of 2 during the ICRH time from 3.5-3.9 
sec in this shot. A 2 MA shot with 4 MW of lCRH-only (*5545l) behaves 
at least qualitatively similarly, as shown in Fig. 12(b). 

Fig. 13 shows the pitch angle distribution of the signal during ICRH 
for the two shots in Fig. 12, along with a NBl-only D-0 fusion product 
distribution for a similar 2.0 MA discharge (*54308). All of these 
distributions show a peak near X~62°, instead of X~6Q° for the ?.4 MA 
case (Fig. 6). This shift of the peak toward lower pitch angle agrees 
fairly well w»th the expected first-orbit distribution for 3.7 MeV alphas 
in the ICRH+NBI shot, also shown in Fig. 13 (calculated assuming a 
source profile with FWHM/a=0.5). However, the pitch distribution at 2.0 
MA is somewhat broader than expected from the model shown, 
suggesting a somewhat broader than normal source profile shape for this 
case. 

The gyroradius distribution for the 2.0 MA iCRH-only shot is 
simitar to that for the 1.4 MA ICRH-only shot described previously, 
with a peak gyroradius of »7 cm, i.e. significantly larger than that for a 
2.0 MA NBl-only shot U5 cm). The distribution for the ICRH*NB! shot 
peaks between 5 cm and 6 cm. as expected for first-orbit loss of a 
mixture of D-D ions D-3He alphas. 

4.5 Inference of the Radial Alpha Source Profi le 

A detector at the vessel bottom "see" f irst-orbit loss from 
different radial zones, depending only on the pitch angle at the detector 
at a given plasma current and current distributionfj]. Therefore the 
radial birth profi le of a fusion product source can in principle be 
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inferred from the pitch angle distribution of the loss. Note that this 
inference requires the assumption that the observed MeV ion loss is only 
due to first-orbit loss. 

A fairly good agreement has already been shown in Fig. 6(b) 
between the measured pitch angle distribution for a 1.4 MA ICRH-only 
shot and a pitch angle distribution calculated using a Gaussian source 
profi le of FWHM/a=0.5 for 3.7 MeV alphas. This agreement was 
considerably better than that for an assumed FWHM/a=0.2, for which the 
calculated distribution was much too narrow to f i t the data. The 
implied distribution with FWHM/as:0.5 is typical of NBI neutron source 
profiles at 1.4 MAC221. 

Another way to infer the D-3He source profile is to examine 
ICRH+NBI shots in which the pitch angle distribution can be compared 
within the same shot between the ICRF+NBI an NBl-only time periods, as 
shown for example in Fig. 14. For both the 1.4 MA case in Fig. 14(a) and 
the 2.0 MA case in Fig. 14(b) the pitch distributions are essentially the 
same during ICRH+NBI and NBI-only, implying that the D-3He alpha source 
profile is nearly the same as the D-D source profile. The D-D reaction 
rate pro f i le inferred from multichannel neutron co l l imator 
measurements for these particul?r shots had FWHM/a=O.6-0.7 for 1.4 MA 
(with or without 1CRH) and FWHM/a=0.4-0.5 for 2.0 MA (with or without 
ICRHH23L 

Therefore the D-̂ He reaction rate profiles inferred through the 
pitch angle distribution from the bottom detector (assuming that the 
observed loss is due to first-orbit loss) are similar to those for the D-D 
reaction rate during NBI, i.e. FWHM/a=0.55s.15. The calculated D-3He 
source profile is quite close to this, as discussed in Sec. 5.1. 
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4.6 Results from the 45° Poloidal Detector 

Since detectors at different poloidal locations sample first-orbit 
loss from different regions of the source profile, another way to infer 
the 0-3He radial source profile from the assumption of first-orbit loss 
uses the relative signals between MeV ion loss detectors at two 
different poloidal locations. For example. Fig. 15(a) shows that for a 
1.4 MA case the "fattest" 3.7 MeV alpha banana orbit to a detector 45° 
poloidally below the midplane passes nearly through the plasma center, 
while the fattest 3.7 MeV alpha banana orbit to the detector 90° below 
the midplane samples regions only at somewhat larger radii. Fig. 15(b) 
shows a similar effect at 2.0 MA. 

Thus a 45° detector should have a relatively larger response for a 
very peaked source profile. Fig. 16 shows the calculated ratio of the 
detection efficiency for the 45° detector to that for the 90° detector as 
a function of the assumed Gaussian source profile. This particular plot 
is for 3.7 MeV alpha loss at 1.4 MA. where the detection efficiency was 
summed over all orbits in the range 45°-90 0 in both cases. This 
calculation shows that, the rat io of the f i r s t -o rb i t loss at 45°. 
normalized to that at 90°, should decrease with increased source profile 
width, due to the differences in orbit geometry like that shown in Fig. 
15. 

Two examples of the total lost MeV ion signal vs time for t.ie 45° 
detector are shown in Fig. 17, with 17(a) for a 1.4 MA shot (*54271) 
and 17(b) for a 2.0 MA shot (*54316). Both these shots were used 
previously to illustrate the 90° signals for ICRH+NBI discharges. During 
ICRH the MeV ion loss signal at 45° increases by over xlO above t.̂ e 
NBl-only level, which is much greater than the analogous increase of x2-
3 above the NBI-only level seen during ICRH in the 90° detector. 
Therefore the 45° detector sees relatively more toss during tCRH than 
does the 90° detector, possibly consistent with the supposition that the 
D-JHe source profile is more peaked than the D-D source profile. 
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A database of the measured ratio of the 45°/90° MeV ions signals 
vs [CRH power is shown in Fig. 18, based on data like that of Fig. 17 
{with all shots at 1.4 MA). In this database there are some shots with 
NBl-onlu (15-23 MW), some with ICRH-only (1.0-4.5 MW) and some with 
ICRF-NBI (with 1.0-4.5 MW ICRH +15-23 MW NBI). The signals are taken 
using the video camera, and averaged over the pixel/line ranges near the 
peak of light pattern for both detectors (i.e. pixels 14-20, lines 17-23 
for the 90° detector and pixels 26-32 and lines 9-15 for the 45° 
detector). For all shots the signals are averaged over most of the [CRH 
pulse (e.g. 3.5-3.8 sec NBI+ICRH), and the measured 45°/90° signal rat :o 
is corrected for the measured 45°/90° instrumental sensitivity ratio of 
0.64 [18]. 

The first result of this analysis is that for NBI-onty the 45°/90° 
signal ratio is =0.3-0.6. This is close to the calculated ratio j f 0.4 for 
the total first-orbit loss of D-D fusion products at 45°/90°. assuming a 
source profile with FWHM/a=0.5 for the NBl-only cases. The scatter 
among these points is presumably due to fusion product source and 
plasma current profile variations.. 

However. Fig. 18 also shows that the measured 45°/90° signal 
ratio shows a systematic increase with increasing ICRH power, 
particularly with-simultaneous NBI. such that the 45°/90° ratio goes up 
by about a factor of three at ICRH powers of >4 MW. Therefore since 
the NBl-only cases had a measured neutron source proftle in the range 
FWHM/a=;0.5, then according to Fig. 16 in order to explain this result in 
terms of first-orbit loss of alphas the ICRH cases must have had a much 
narrower source proftle. with a FWHM/a=Q. 15-0.20. Thus at first sight 
this method of inferring the radial source proftle gives a different 
result than that from the pitch angle distribution from the 90° detector 
in Sec. 4.5. 

There are several possible resolutions to this apparent 
inconsistency. The simplest is that the large Doppler shifts due to the 
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JHe tail energy distribution (see Sec. 4.3) might invalidate these orbit 
code results. However, since this effect would primarily change the 
energy spectrum of the loss and not their radial profile or isotropy. it 
is unlikely to effect the calculated poloidal distribution (in fact, a 
larger alpha birth energy would imply a smaller 45°/90° first orbit loss 
ratio). Another relatively simple possibility is that the source profile 
driven by the 3He ions is spatially asymmetric, as suggested by the 
orbits of typical 3He tail ions in Fig. 15(c), thus possibly allowing 
preferential first-orbit loss to the 45° detector. However, the modeling 
of this possibility done so far can not explain such a large change in the 
45°/90° loss ratio, as discussed Sec. 5.3. 

A third "classical" possibility is that part of the signal at 45° is 
not due to first-orbi-t loss, but rather to stochastic toroidal f ield-
induced ripple loss[24L which has been seen to dominate the observed 
loss at another detector »20° below the outer midplane (not used for the 
present experiments). However, calculations for 1.4 MA and 1.8 MA 
discharges similar to the ones of Fig. 17 show a negligible ripple-
induced enhancement of the expected loss at 45°[18]. 

The other general possibility is that the losses to the detector at 
45° are not due to either first-orbit loss or TF ripple loss, but rather to 
the ICRH-minority tail itself or to ICRH-deconfined D-D fusion products, 
as discussed in Sec. 2. One way to test these various possibilities is to 
examine the 2-D scintillator patterns for the 45° detector. Figure 19 
shows three examples of the 2-D patterns (X.p) patterns for the 1.4 MA 
discharge types used in the database of Fig. 18: 19(a) had 16 MW N81-
only (#53220) with a 45°/9Q° ratio of 0.65, shot (b) had 4.4 MW 1CRH-
only (#55540) with a 45°/90° ratio of 1.2. and shot (c) had 4 6 MW 
1CRH + 19 MW ICRF wirh a 45°/90° ratio of 1.25 (#54271). The last shot 
(d) was at 1.8 MA, and had 4.2 MW !CRH*19 MW with a very large 
45°/90° ratio Of 2.8 (#54282). 

The NBl-only pattern at 45° shown in Fig. 19(a) has a peak near 
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Xs56° and ps7.3 cm, which is close to the expected D-D fusion product 
first-orbit loss peaks at X = 5 3 ° and p=7 cm (due to the smaller toroidal 
field at this detector). The ICRH-only pattern at 45° shown in Fig. 19(b) 
had a pitch angle peak at 57° and a slightly higher p peak at 8.B cm 
(similar to the p distribution in the 90° detector). Therefore both the 
NBI-only and the ICRH-only losses at 45° seem to be consistent with 
first-orbit loss, albeit at an unexpectedly large rate for the ICRH-only 
case. 

However, there was often a fairly clear distortion in the shape of 
the 2-D light pattern with ICRH+NBl. e.g. for the shot of Fig. 19(c) which 
had a high 45°/90° rat io. The shape in Fig. 19(c) extends to 
significantly lower p and higher X than for the ICRH-only case, even 
though the signal during 1CRH seems to be dominated by the ICRH-
induced losses, as shown in Fig. 17(a). 

The separate p and X distributions for these three 1.4 MA cases 
are shown in Fig. 20. The p distribution for the ICRH-only case has a 
larger gyroradius than that for the NBI-only case, which was previously 
explained for the similar 90° data by a Doppler-shifted first-orbit loss 
of the D-3He alphas, while the 1CRH+NB1 case has a lower gyroradius 
distribution than expected for the first-orbit loss of D-3He alphas (in 
fact, one surprisingly similar to the NBI-only case). Interestingly, the X 
distribution of the 1CRH+NB1 case peaks at a higher X than either the 
ICRH-only or NBI-only, again suggesting some non-f irst-orbit loss 
process. These (X.p) distortions seen at 1.4 MA are qualitatively 
similar at 1.8 MA (Fig. 19(d)), and also in the 2.0 MA data (not shown); 
in particular, the p distribution extends to even lower gyroradii in those 
cases. 

Since the low-p, high-X shape distortions like that shown in Fig. 
?9(c-d) appear to occur only with NBMCRH and not with ICRH-only. they 
appear at first to be due to deconfined D-D or D-̂ He fusion products. 
rather than loss of the ICRH tail itself (which should also be present 
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with ICRH-only). The most likely wave-deconfined fusion product is the 
1 MeV tr t ton. which sees a second-harmonic ICRH wave in these 
experiments. However, the effect of direct ICRH tail loss can not be 
excluded, since the ICRH tai l most likely has a higher energy in the 
ICRH+NBI case (see Sec 4.7). 

Further information can be obtained from the relat ive time 
dependences of the ICRH-induced loss at 45° and 90°. For lCRH-only 
these two signals are quite similar vs time, consistent with first-orbit 
alpha loss. However, they are often (but not always) somewhat 
dissimilar with ICRH+NBI, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 4(a) to 17(a), 
and Fig. 12(a) and 17(b). This difference in time dependence is again 
most likely due to an additional non-first-orbit MeV ion loss at 45° with 
ICRH+NBI. 

in summary, the iCRH-induced MeV ion loss observed at 45° 
poloidally is unexpectedly larger than the analogous NBI-only loss by a 
factor of up to X3-4, This extra loss at 45° might be explained ir part 
by various classical effects, e.g. due to an asymmetric source profile. 
However, for some ICRH+NBI discharges there is often a coincident shift 
in the (X.p) spectrum to lower p and higher X which can not be explained 
by first-orbit loss. This latter effect is possibly consistent with the 
1CRF-wave-induced deconfinement of some of the previously-confined 0-
D (or D-3He) fusion products, although the loss of 3He tail ions can not 
be ruled out. Further experiments and modeling are needed to clarify the 
re lat ive contributions of various possible non- f i r s t -o rb i t loss 
mechanisms at 45°. 

4.7 Variation of MeV Ion Loss wi th ICRH Power 

Several scans of ICRH power in the JHe minority mode were done 
during the 1990 TFTR run. Fig. 21 shows the results for a scan with 
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ICRH-only power at 1.4 MA. The total MeV ion loss signals for both the 
90° and 45° detectors increased proportionally to =([CRH powers in the 
power range =1.0-4.5 MW. The (X.p) location of the peak signal was 
approximately constant over this power range, consistent with the 
assumption of a simple first-orbit loss process. This MeV ion loss is 
most likely due to alphas from the D-̂ He reaction rate, although the 
45°/90° signal ratio is not quite understood (Sec 4.6). 

Fig, 22 shows the relative lCRH-induced MeV ion loss signal at 90° 
vs ICRH power during 1.4 MA and 1.6 MA ICRH+NBI power scans, as 
monitored by a PM tube as in Fig. 3(a). This ICRH-induced MeV ion loss 
level was derived by subtracting from the net signal during 1CRH+NB1 the 
expected contribution from the D-D fusion products, as inferred from 
NBE-only loss signal earlier in the same shot. The relative ICRH-induced 
MeV ion toss increases with ICRH power similarly to the ICRH-only case 
in Fig. 21. The lost ion flux at 1.4 MA tended to be slightly larger than 
that at 1.6 MA, as at least qualitatively as expected for the improved 
f i rs t -orbi t confinement at the higher current (although the D-JHe 
reaction rate per unit ICRH power may also be changing with current). 

The variation of the ICRH-induced MeV loss signals vs ICRH power 
with and without =15-20 MW of N8I is shown in Fig. 23, this time for 
data taken with the video camera for the 90° detector at 1.4 MA. The 
ICRH-induced MeV ion loss with ICRH*NBI is again derived by subtracting 
out the expected contribution from D-D fusion products (as for Fig. 21). 
For a given level of applied ICRH power, the ICRH-induced loss to the 
bottom detector during NBI is about 5-10 times larger than that 
obtained during an iCRH-onuj discharge. 

The ICRH-induced MeV ion loss at 90° described by Figs. 22 and 23 
are again most likely due to simple first-orbit alpha loss from the D-
3He reaction, since none of their 2-D patterns (X.p) patterns shows an'j 
anomalous distortion in the 90° detector, even for the same shot with a 
large 45° distortion, i.e. Fig. 19(c). Note that the same type of high-X, 
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low-p distortion in 45° detectors was also observed for many the shots 
of Fig. 21, and that the signal at 45° is often much larger than expected 
due to first-orbit alpha loss. 

Tentatively assuming that the 90 c detector is measuring first 
orbit alpha loss (and that the D-3He source profiles are similar with and 
without NBl), Fig. 22 implies that the D-3He reaction rate is larger for a 
given ICRH power level with simultaneous 15-20 MW NBl. This is 
plausible since the central electron temperature is higher with N31, 
implying less ion drag and therefore a higher JHe tail temperature and 
reaction rate. For example, in two typical cases (*55540 vs *54271) 
without NBI Te(0)=5.5 keV at ne(0)=5x1013 c m ' 3 , and with NBI Te(0)=:8 

keV at ns(0)=4x1O , i5 cm" 3 ; thus the high energy ion drag is lower with 
NBi by a factor of =2. Uncertainty in the relative 3He concentration 
between these two cases makes i more precise comparison difficult. 

The absolute magnitude of the D-3He reaction rate can also be 
estimated based on the measured 90° ICRH-induced MeV ion loss, 
assuming again that the loss process is first-orbit loss of 3,7 MeV 
alphas. This was done by assuming that the source profile was the same 
for the D-D and D-3He reactions, so that at a given current the loss rate 
of alphas normalized to the loss rate of D-D fusion products (during N8I-
only) is proportional to the source rate of alphas normalized the (known) 
source rate of D-0 fusion products. Note that the measured light output 
for a 3.7 MeV alpha particle is s3 times that of the combined 1 MeV 
triton and 3 MeV proton pair[18], and that one 2.5 MeV neutron is created 
for each (T*P) pair. Therefore when the D-3He alpha component of the 
MeV ion loss signal is equal to three times the D-D (T+P) component, 
then the inferred global D-3He reaction rate is equal to the measured 
global D-D reaction rate. 

The vertical axes of Figs. 21 and 22 have been labelled in terns of 
this inferred D-3He reaction rate, in units of 1C15 reactions/sec. The 
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inferred D-3He reaction rate during a4 MW of 3He minority ICRH+NBI 
heating is =0.5-1.Cx1C16 reactions/sec (this can also be seen directly 
from the ICRH+NBI signal vs time in Fig. 4). Thus the D-3He fusion 
power is =20 kW wi th =4 MW ICRH, implying an incremental 
dQ/dP(ICRH)=0.05. For the ICRH-only cases the inferred reaction rate at 
=4 MW is s l x l O 1 5 reactions/sec. implying an actual Os.001, which is 
comparable to that for D-D reactions wi th = 30 MW NBI [25], and 
considerably smaller than that for D-3He minority heating in JET [26]. 

Note that there are several .large uncertainties in this estimate of 
the D-3He reaction rate from the lost MeV ion flux, even if i t is assumed 
that all the loss at 90° is due to classical first-orbit loss. First, if the? 
actual alpha source profile is different from the D-D source profile, then 
the inferred D-3He reaction rate varies with the assumed source profile: 
for example, a symmetrical source? with a variation of FWHM/a=0.5±0.2 
results in a f irst-orbit loss variation of ±50%, and an asymmetrical 
source would cause a variation depending on its average R (see Sec 5.3). 
Second, if the escaping alpha energy is Doppler actually upshifted by up 
to =6-7 MeV, the light produced per ion is increased by about a factor of 
two from that assumed above, thus potentially reducing this estimate of 
the reaction rate by about x2. This overestimation effect is further 
increased by the =50% higher first-orbit rate expected for such higher 
energy alphas. 

The conclusion of this section is that the measured ICRH-induced 
MeV ion loss at 90° increases monotonically with ICRH power, as 
expected for first-orbit loss of D-3He fusion product loss. With ICRH-
only the loss signals increase proportionally to {ICRH power)3, similar to 
the variation (ICRH-power) 2* 0 - 3- 5 observed on PLTU4] and the (ICRH-
power) 5 / 3 seen on JETC26J. If the observed loss is first-orbit loss of 
3.7 MeV alphas, the inferred reaction rate varies in the range from 
=0 .1 - l x l0 1 6 reactions/sec, within a systematic uncertainty of at least 
X3. 
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5. Modeling of D-3He Alpha Particles 

This section first describes computer modeling results for the D-
•5He reaction rate and its radial profile for a typical 2 MA TFTR case. 
The predicted rate and radial profi le agree fair ly well with the 
conclusions from the analysis of the lost alpha signals for the 90° 
detector (Sec. 4.5 and 4.7). The other two parts of this section describe 
attempts to model the anomalies observed in the gyroradius distribution 
(Sec. 4.2) and the 45°/90° loss ratio (Sec. 4.6). 

5.1 D-5He Reaction Rate Profi le 

In the usual ICRF heating scenario, the resonant minority ions 
become very energetic. In the case of 3He-minority heating this wil l 
cause a large increase in the D-!He fusion reaction rate. Modeling or the 
minority tail distribution has generally been done with the Stix theory 
[27], and good agreement between such modeling and measurements of 
the tail energy and D-3He gamma emission rate has been established at 
JET [20,29]. 

For TFTR the D-3He reaction rate is calculated using FPP/SPRUCE, 
a bounce-averaged quasi linear and Fokker-Planck code for comprehensive 
simulation of NB1 and 1CRH heating of tokamak plasmas. SPRUCE [29.30] 
solves a ful l wave equation for the ICRF fast wave propagation and 
damping, including the effects of fundamental and second harmonic ton 
damping, electron damping, and mode conversion. FPP [31.32] solves the 
bounce-averaged Fokker-Ptanck equation (including a bounce-averaged 
quasilinear operator which uses the wave fields calculated by SPRUCE) 
to find the fast ion distribution function as a function of energy, 
magnetic moment, minor radius, and time. 

Fig. 24 shows the predicted 3He reaction rate profile and its tail 
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"temperature" (defined as 2/3 of the average energy) for a 2 MA 
ICRH*NBI discharge similar to that shown in Fig. 12 (#54316). but with 
a somewhat larger 5.2 MW of ICRH power (i.e. #54320). The calculated 
D-3He source profile has a FWHM/a=0.5. and a total source rate of 
ssl .6x10 1 6 D-3He reactions/sec (equivalent to 45 kW of D-3He fusion 
power). This rate is similar to the measured peak D-D neutron 
production for #54320 of 1.7x101e neutrons/second, which is dominated 
by beam-target reactions from the 23 MW of deuterium beam injection. 
The average energy of the 3He near the plasma center is s0.8 MeV, which 
incidentally is about half the average energy of the slowing down 
distribution for fusion product alphas from either D-3He or D-T. 

The predicted D-3He rate is somewhat sensitive to the assumed 
3He concentration (which was based on the measured density rise during 
the 3He gas puff but which assumes 1005K recycling and ignores any 3He 
residual from previous shots). Doubling the 3He concentration from 
1.25* to 2.558 causes the predicted D-3.He rate to increase only 50JK. as 
the increase in the number of 3He ions is partially offset by the drop in 
their average energy. 

Analysis of the MeV ion data for the 90° detector from the closest 
available shot, with only 3.7 MW ICRH (#54316, in Fig. 12(a)), gives a 
global D-3He reaction rate of =0.9x101 6 alphas/sec, as inferred from the 
ratio of the escaping alpha flux during ICRH to the escaping D-D fusion 
product flux during NBI (see Sec. 4.7). If the D-3He reaction rate 
increases ^linearly with ICRH power as it does for the 1.4 MA ICRH*NBI 
cases of Fig. 23, then the inferred reaction rate for 5.2 MW ICRH power 
would be s1.3x10 , e reactions/sec, i.e. only about 2056 below the 
prediction of the modeling. The data on the pitch angle dependence of 
the escaping MeV ions (Fig. 13) is also roughly consistent with the 
model-inferred source prof i le of FWHM/a=0.5, although there is 
considerable uncertainty here since the data contains contributions from 
both alphas and D-D fusion products for this case. 
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in summary, the available modeling predicts a D-3He reaction race 
and radial source profile roughly comparable to that inferred from the 
escaping MeV ion data at 90°. The primary uncertainty lies in the 
unmeasured concentration of 3He ions near the plasma center, which can 
influence the tail temperature and resulting reaction rate. 

5.2 Doppler Shifted Gyroradius Distributions 

As noted in Sec. 4.2. the measured gyroradius distribution of lost 
MeV ions during ICRK-only discharges shows a peak at a higher p than 
expected from simple first-orbit loss of 3.7 Mev alphas. The most 
plausible explanation was that the alpha birth energy was significantly 
changed by the Doppler shift expected from the high energy 3He tail. 
This Doppler shift broadens the birth energy distribution symmetrically, 
but the scintillator responds more to higher energy alphas. 

Fig. 25 shows the previous data for the gyroradius distribution of 
an ICRH-only shot (as in Fig. 7) along with model curves for assumed 
alpha energies from 1.7 MeV to 6.7 MeV. Each curve includes the 
appropriate foil energy attenuation factor, the relative scintillator 
Response, and the optical and geometrical broadening. Evidently the 
observed distribution is fairly well f i t by a single energy component 
between 5.7 and 6.7 MeV, although the contribution of lower energy 
components can not be ruled out due to their relatively small detector 
response (although note that the peak location can be changed 
considerably by a relatively small low energy component). 

As mentioned in Sec 4.3. the expected Doppler shift AE of the 
alpha energy spectrum due to the 3He tail ion energy is quite large, being 
at most (for coiinear 3He and alpha ions) AEs(1 MeV)(T^He/200 keV) 1 / 2 . 
Thus for the calculated tail temperatures of Tj H es0.4-0.8 MeV (Fig. 24), 
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the expected alpha energy for ions perpendicular to B (the direction of 
the 3He ions) is =5-6 MeV, roughly consistent with the fit of Fig. 25. 
Note that the higher energy ions would also have a larger first-orbit 
loss to the bottom detector (e.g. by 40* for 6 MeV alphas), further 
reducing the expected effect of the down-shifted alphas in the spectrum. 
Note also that reactions between the 3He tail and the NBI fast ions 
would also contribute to the Doppler width, but only at a rate 
proportional to the beam ion fraction (<10as). 

Thus the expected Doppler spread in alpha energy is a plausible 
cause for the observed p distributions, but possible non-first-orbit loss 
contributions can not yet be excluded. In order to do this, further 
efforts are needed in the calculation of the Doppter-broadened spectrum, 
such as in Refs. [21] and [33], including the radial variability of the 
calculated ICRH ta i l energy (Sec. 5.1) and anisotropic source 
distributions within the first-orbit loss code. There are also some 
remaining instrumental uncertainties to be clarified, for example, in the 
detector's gyroradius resolution, particularly near the large-p edge of 
the scintillator plane, and in the detector response function vs alpha 
energy. 

5.3. Asymmetric Source Profiles 

The anomalously large loss of MeV ions at 45° poloidally has been 
described in Sec. 4.6 and summarized by Fig. 18, which shows that the 
rat io of loss at 45°/90° is about twice as large for ICRH-only 
discharges as for NBI-only discharges (with considerable scatter about 
this ratio). One possible explanation could be an asymmetric source 
profile for the D-JHe reaction rate, which could bias the first-orbit ioss 
process toward 45°. 

This mechanism was illustrated by Fig. 15(a), which shows the 
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alpha-like "fattest banana" orbits for 45° and 90° for a 1.4 MA case. If 
the D-3He source happened to be concentrated along the 45° loss orbit, 
and not so concentrated along the 90° orbit, then the 45°/90° loss ratio 
obviously could increase substantially. At first sight such an extremely 
asymmetric source profile seems highly unlikely. However, it is 
plausible that the D-JHe source profile is localized where the high 
energy JHe tail ions are localized, which is with their banana tips at the 
resonant layer (R=s2.63 m), as shown by a typical 0.5 MeV 3He orbits in 
Fig. 15. This would cause the D-3He source to be localized somewhat 
outside in major radius from the RF resonance layer (note that this 
effect was poloidally averaged in the simulation results of Sec. 5.1). 

A modeling study of this effect was made by assuming that the D-
3He source was confined to a vertical band at a variable R, with a 
separately variable ver t ica l and horizontal Gaussian FWHM/a. 
Calculated 45°/90° first-orbit loss ratios for the 1.4 MA C3se are shown 
in Fig. 26. The vertical source profi le was chosen to be either 
FWHM/a=0.5 or 1.0, and the horizontal FWHM/a was fixed at 0.1 m for 
these cases. 

Fig. 26 shows that the calculated 45°/90° first-orbit loss ratio 
can vary from the nominal 0.4 (for a normally symmetric source profile 
with FWHM/a=0.5) over the range 0.2-0.6 for the R range examined. The 
largest ratio of =0.6 occurred for a profile centered at RJ=2.9 m with a 
vertical FWHM/a=0.5. This profi le choice had a 90° pitch angle 
distribution reasonably close to (but somewhat narrower than) the one 
measured for the ICRH-or.ly case shown in Fig. 6. Choosing a narrower 
vertical profile increases this ratio, but causes an increasingly poor f i t 
to the 90° pitch angle distribution (since the source would become 
similar to a very narrow symmetric one. as for Fig. 16). Choosing a 
higher alpha energy (as suggested in Sec. 5.2) would only result in a 
lower 45°/90° ratio, since as the ion energy increases the first-orbit 
loss becomes more nearly vertically downward. 
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Note that vertically asymmetrical source profiles such as those 
used for Fig. 26 do not tend to significantly change the expected 
location in the peak of the pitch angle distribution in the 90° detector, 
since the fattest banana orbit has it closest approach to the plasma 
center near R=300 cm. so even for symmetrical profiles the source near 
300 cm dominates the distr ibut ion. However, a very narrow 
asymmetrical source at R>300 cm could be distinguished by its shifted 
and peaked pitch angle distribution, which was not observed in the data. 

The tentative conclusion from this modeling is that only a 
relatively small part of the increased 45Q/90° loss ratio with ICRH can 
oe easily explained by a plausible vertical source asymmetry. Since the 
the other possible "classical" explanations are also unlikely (sea Sec. 
4.6). this implies that this asymmetry is primarily due to some non-
first orbit loss process. For example, during H-minority heating direct 
MeV ion tail loss of s i MeV protons is very clearly seen at 45° and not 
at all at 90°[9]. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

This paper described measurements and interpretations of the loss 
of MeV ions during 3He ICRH minority heating in TFTR. Three potential 
loss mechanisms were possible: 1) first-orbit loss of fusion-product 
alphas created by D-3He fusion reactions, 2) loss of the high energy ^He 
minority tai l i tself, and 3) ICRH-wave-induced deconfinement of 
previously confined D-D or D-3He fusion products. The measurements at 
the detector 90° below the midplane were generally consistent with the 
f irst process, while the measurements at 45° below the midplane 
suggested the additional influences of one or both of the latter two 
processes. 

The first-orbit loss of the D-3He alpha particle was initially 
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suggested by the time dependence of its emission, which coincided with 
an increased MeV ion loss during the application of 1CRH power in the * 
3He minority heating mode. For instance, the MeV ion loss signal to the 
detector SO0 below the midplane increased by a factor of 2-3 with =4 
MW of ICRH during =20 MW of NBI. despite the fact that the D-D neutron 
rate did not increase during the ICRH. The measured gyroradius and 
pitch angle dependence of the MeV ion loss during ICRH were were also 
approximately consistent with the expected first-orbit loss of alphas, 
which has gyroradius and sing\e-particle confinement similar to the D-D 
fusion products normally seen during NBI. The somewhat larger than 
expected gyroradius observed for the lCRH-only case could be explained 
by the Doppler shift due to a 3He tai l temperature in the calculated 
range of 0.4-0.8 MeV. 

By tentatively assuming that the MeV ion loss to the 90° detector 
was entirely due to first-orbit loss of alphas, the rate of D-3He alpha 
particle production and its approximate radial profile were inferred by 
comparison with D-D fusion product loss. The resulting D-3He reaction 
rate profile was similar to the D-D reaction rate profile during NBt. i.e. 
with a Gaussian FWHM/as:0.5, and the inferred total reaction rate was 
up to =10 1 6 reactions/sec with 3-4 MW ICRH. These experimental 
inferences agreed well with model calculations for the D-3He reaction 
rate based on ICRH wave physics for the one case studied, although there 
are systematic uncertainties of at least x3 in the inference of the 
absolute D-3He reaction rate by this means, particularly since the lost 
alpha fraction at 1.4 MA is only about 1095 [18]. 

The alpha loss was also measured as a function of the ICRH heating 
power. With ICRH-only the lost alpha signal at 90° increased 
proportionally to =(ICRH power)3 within the ICRH-only power range 1.0-
4.5 MW. but with ICRH+NBI<=15-20 MW) the lost alpha signal increased 
approximately linearly with RF power in this range. At the maximum 
ICRH power of s4 MW the alpha loss rate (and probably the alpha 
creation rate) was s:5 times larger during simultaneous NBI, most likely 
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due to the lower fast ion drag at the larger electron temperature in the 
latter case. 

The main anomaly with this simple picture was that the 1CRH-
induced MeV ion loss 45° below the outer midplane was a factor of 3-10 
times larger than expectations based on the observed D-D fusion product 
ioss at this location. Several possible sources for this extra loss were 
discussed, including modified first-orbit loss due a possibly very narrow 
or asymmetric source profile, and the mechanisms * 2 and * 3 above. 
The modified f irst-orbit loss models were insufficient to explain the 
results: however, given the present lack of a clear physical model for 
the latter two processes, there is not yet a unique quantitative 
explanation for the anomalously large loss observed at 45°. 

Further progress in distinguishing between these three basic loss 
mechanisms could be made using majority and minority species scans 
with both ICRH-only and ICRH*NB1. For example, replacement of the D 
majority with *He could separate the D-3He alpha production from the 
3He tail loss (brief experience with ICRH-only *He majority discharges 
in the 1990 run showed l i t t l e or no MeV ion loss, confirming the 
dominant alpha particle contribution to the loss in the present D 
majority case. Also, varying the D-D reaction rate due to NB1 with a 
fixed ICRH power could separate the possible wave-induced D-D fusion 
product loss from the other processes. 

The most important near-term application of this study is to help 
anticipate complications which wi l l arise during the interpretation of 
MeV ion loss during D-T discharges with simultaneous 3He minority 
heating, such as planned for TFTR and JET. In those cases the fast ion 
populations in the 3He tail should sti l l be larger than the D-T alpha 
populations, therefore the direct loss due to the 3He tail or to ICRH-
deconfined 0-D fusion products would need to be understood separately 
from the fusion-product alpha effects. In the longer term, if the D-JHe 
reaction rate can be increased to s10 1 8 reactions/sec, then the resulting 
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confined alphas (and protons) might be used to simulating alpha particle 
collective effects without the use of D-T fuel [34]. 
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Figure Captions 

1) Layout of the escaping MeV ion detectors in TFTR. The * 6 . # 9 and 
*11 detectors of the poloidal array are nearly identical but located at 
90°, 60°. and 45° poloidally below the outer midplane, respectively. The 
"midplane" detector is of a similar design but inserted through the 
porthole above * 1 1 . 

2) Mechanical design of the MeV ion detectors. The 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm 
ZnS(Ag) scintillator screen lies face-down at the top of a Ught-tight 
box. The pipihole/slit aperture pair defines the toroidal pitch angle X 
and gyroradius p of particles hitting the screen. The two dimensional 
(p,X) light emission pattern from the screen is viewed by an intensified 
video camera through a lens*fiber bundle imaging system. 

3) Typical MeV ion signal vs time for the 90° detector showing the 
increased MeV ion loss due to D-3He fusion reactions during ICRH. In (a) 
is a case with «3.1 MW of ICRH added to 19.5 MW NBl, and in (b) is a 
very similar case but without the ICRH. The 2.5 MeV neutron rate is 
shown in both cases, normalized to the D-D fusion product toss for the 
NBl-cnly case. These signals were obtained from a PM tube monitoring a 
spot near the pesk emission region in (p.X) at the scintillator. 

4) MeV ion loss signals vs time for the 90° detector during ICRH. in 
4(a) is a comparison between the MeV ions toss with 19 MW of NBl and a 
very similar shot with 19 MW plus an additional 5.2 MW of ICRH. In 4(b) 
is a shot in which 4.6 MW of lCRH-only was applied shortly after 
deuterium pellet injection. These signals were obtained using the video 
camera, and are integrated over the peak region of the (p,X) plane. 
After correction for the different camera gating times, the ICRH-induced 
part of the r.gnal in case (a) is =5 times larger than that in (b). 
However, the 2.5 MeV neutron rate in the iCRH-only shot was only about 
1/100th that in the MBi+ICRH shot, as shown in Fig. 4(c), implying that 
the detected signal with ICRH-only is almost entirely due to D-3He 
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reactions. 

5) The 2-D scint i l la tor light emission pattern vs the MeV ion 
coordinates (p.*) for an ICRH-only shot in 5(a) and for a NBI-only shot in 
5(b), both of which were taken at 1.4 MA. To a first approximation, the 
(p.X) pattern is similar in (a) and (b). as expected for tlie loss of 3.7 
MeV alphas for the ICRH-only case (since the gyroradius is similar for 
these alphas and D-D fusion products). 

6) MeV ion pitch angle distributions X. averaged over p=2-11 cm. in 
6(a) is a comparison between the ICRH-only and NBI-only shots of Fig. 5 
showing a similar pitch distribution, as expected for first-orbit loss of 
3.7 MeV alphas in the ICRH-only case. In 6(b) is a comparison of the 
ICRH-only data wi th f i r s t -o rb i t model predictions assuming two 
different source profile distributions, with FWHM/a=0.2 and 0.5. The 
latter agrees better, as expected from the comparison in 6(a), since for 
the D-D fusion products the source profi le was measured to be 
FWHM/a=0.4-0.5. 

7) MeV ion gyroradius distributions for the ICRH-only and NBI-only 
cases of Fig. 5. The gyroradius distribution for the ICRH-only case has a 
peak location at p=:6.8 cm. somewhat larger than the p=5.4 cm expected 
for 3.7 MeV alphas (and larger than that for the D-D fusion products in 
the NBI-only case). This is mcit likely due to the large Doppler spread 
in the alpha birth energy distribution. 

8) Comparison between loss orbits to the 90° detector for 3.7 MeV 
alphas and 15 MeV protons at 1.4 MA in 8(a) and 2.0 MA in 8(b). In all 
cases these orbits are the ones with the largest expected first-orbit 
loss, i.e. the orbits which pass closest to the high-source rate region 
near the plasma center. The 15 MeV protons can be lost to the detector 

1 from near the plasma center at both of these currents. 

9) Comparison between the expected gyroradius distributions for f irst-
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orbit loss of 3.7 MeV alphas and V5 MeV protons. Although a large 
contribution from the 15 MeV protons seems to be able to explain the 
peak location in the data, the expected efficiency for the detection of 1 5 
MeV protons is actually too low to do so. 

10) Comparison between the expected pitch angle distributions for 3.7 
MeV alphas and 15 MeV protons and the data for the 1.4 MA [CRH-only 
case. The first orbit loss of 15 MeV protons is expected to peak at 
X=78°, in contrast to the observed peak near 67°, implying that the 
first-orbit loss of 15 MeV protons is not contributing significantly to 
the results. 

11) Comparison between the pitch angle distributions for the low 
gyroradius and high gyroradius parts of the same 2-D scinti l lator 
pattern for the 1.4 MA lCRH-only case. At the high gyroradius region of 
the pattern there is only a small component which could be attributed to 
the first-orbit loss of 15 MeV protons at their expected X~78°. 

12) In 12 (a) is the MeV ion loss signal vs time for a 2.0 MA shot with 
3.7 MW ICRH and 23 MW NBI (*54316). The MeV ion loss during 1CRH 
increases by a factor of 2-3 above the level for a similar shot with no 
ICRH. while the 2.5 MeV neutron rate does not increase during 1CRH. 
similarly to the 1.4 MA case in Fig. 4(a). in 12(b) is a 2.0 MA lCRH-only 
show with 4.1 MW of ICRH. which behaves similarly to the 1.4 MA ICRH-
only shot of Fig. 4(b). 

13) Pitch angle distributions of the MeV ion loss at 2.0 MA for the 
ICRH+NBI (at 3.6-3.9 sec) and ICRH-only cases of Fig. 12. The peak 
pitch angle shifts to lower % than for the 1.4 MA case, and is very 
similar to that for a NBI-only shot at the same NBI power (*54308), as 
expected for the f irst-orbit loss of 3.7 MeV alphas. The calculated 
pitch distribution for the assuming a source profile with FWHM/a=0.5 is 
somewhat narrower than the data. 
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14) Comparison of the pitch angle distributions for the NBI-only and 
1CRH*NBI parts of the same 1.4 MA and 2.0 MA discharges (*54271 and 
#54316). Their similarity implies that the D-̂ He source profile during 
ICRH is similar to the D-D source profile during NBI. 

15) Calculated "fattest banana" orbits for detectors at poloidal angles 
of 90° and 45° (for 3 MeV protons.) for plasma currents of 1.4 MA and 
2.0 MA. The detector at 45° can detect loss orbits originating closer to 
the high source region near the plasma center. Also shown in 15(c) are 
typical orbits of 0.5 MeV 3He tail ions, with banana tips located at the 
resonant layer. 

16) Calculated ratio of the expected first-orbit loss to the detector at 
45° compared to the detector at 90° (for 1.4 MA), integrated over the 
Xs45°-85° detector acceptance range, plotted as a function of the 
assumed source profile width. As the assumed source profile narrows, 
the expected 45°/90° ratio increases due to the orbit effect shown in 
Fig. 15(a). 

17) MeV ion loss signals measured by the 45° detector vs time for 1.4 
MA and 2.0 MA cases with ICRH+NBI. The MeV ion loss increases by a 
factor of >1Q during ICRH (compared with the same shot dunng NBI-
only). This increase is much larger than the corresponding increase in 
the 90° detector, e.g. Figs. 4(a) and 12(a). 

18) Measured 45°/90° MeV ion loss ratio for a set of 1.4 MA discharges. 
This ratio is higher for lCRH-only than for NBI-only shots, and increases 
with ICRH power for ICRH*NBI shots. This data is taken from the video 
camera signals near the peak of the D-D and D-3He (X-p) patterns. 

19) Patterns of the scintillator tight emission in the 45° detector for 
three different shots in Fig. 18. The patterns for the NBI-only in (a) and 
ICRH-only in (b) are consistent with first-orbit loss of D-D and D-3He 
ions. The pattern with ICRH*NBI in (c) shows a distortion toward lower 
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p and higher X apparently associated with non-first orbit loss of MeV 
ions. A similar distortion with ICRH+NBI is shown in (d). but at 1.8 MA. 

20) Comparison of the p and X distributions for the three 45° detector, 
1.4 MA patterns shown in Fig. 19. The ICRH+N3I case has a peak X 
higher than either the NBI-only or ICRH-only cases, but a peak p similar 
to that for the NBI-only case. This anomaly suggests that the loss in 
the ICRH+NB! case is not simple first-orbit loss. 

21) Variation of the ICRH-induced MeV ion loss signal with ICR11 power 
in both the 90° and 45° detectors, for a set of 1.4 MA ICRH-only 
discharges. The loss to both detectors increases proportionally to (ICRH 
power)3 in this range. 

22) Variation in the ICRH-induced MeV ion loss to the 90° detector vs 
1CRH power for a set of ICRH+NBI discharges, as monitored by a PM tube. 
The relative lCRH-inauced loss was determined by subtracting out the 
MeV ion loss signal expected 'or first-orbit loss of D-D fusion products. 
The ordinate also represents the inferred global D-3He reaction rate (in 
units of 10 1 5 reactions/sec}, calculated by normalizing to the measured 
D-D ion loss during the NBI-only part of each shot, and assuming an 
escaping alpha energy of 3.7 MeV. 

23) Variation in the MeV ion lor-s to the 90° detector vs ICRH power for 
another set of 1.4 MA ICRH*NBI discharges, compared with the MeV ion 
loss for a set of ICRH-only discharges. A given level of ICRH power 
produces more MeV ion loss during NBi than without simultaneous NBi. 
suggesting that the D-3He reaction rate is larger in the former case. 
The ordinate again represents the inferred global D-3He reaction rate (in 
units of 1 0 1 5 react ions/sec), assuming that the signals are 
predominantly from first-orbit loss of 3.7 MeV alphas. 

24) Calculation of the D-3He reaction rate profile and its effective tail 
energy for a 2 MA !CRH*NBI case (*54320). The calculated total 
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reaction rate is =10 1 6/sec, and the central tail temperature is =1 MeV. 
These are at least qualitatively similar to the inferences from the lost 
alpna measurements. This modeled shot had T o (0)=9.4 keV, 

n e(0)=5.1x10 1 3cm~ 3, and n( 3He)/n esl.25*. 

25) Calculated detector response curves vs inferred gyroradius for 
various assumed alpha energies compared with the data from an 1CRH-
only case at 90°. Each model curve was calculated using the known 
geometrical and optical detector resolutions, the appropriate foil 
attenuation factors, and the estimated scintillator light output for that 
energy (an equal number of incident alphas was assumed for all cases). 
The best fit to the data is for E=6 MeV. 

26) Model calculations showing the expected 45°/90° ratio for f irst-
orbit loss of alphas with an asymmetrical vertically-elongated source 
profile. For both curves the profile was assumed to have a horizontal 
Gaussian FWHM = 10 cm with a variable major radia! location. The 
vertical source profile shape was a Gaussian with FWHM/a indicated. 
The resulting 45°/90 0 signal ratios can increase by only about 50* 
above the nominal 0.4 calculated for a symmetrical profi le with 
FWHM/a=0.5, i.e. not quite enough to explain the data of Fig. 1 8. 



TABLE I: Shot List for D-^He 

Shot Range IfMA) ICRF (MVJ) NBI (MW) Detector 

51712-51735 1.4 < 3.6 14-10 PM+Camera 

51783-51798 1.6 < 2.9 10-17 PM + Camera 

53220-53244 1.4 < 3.4 14-26 Camera 

54264-5428i 1.4 < 5.2 12-24 Camera 

54308-54320 2.0 < 5.0 11-23 Camera 

55505-55540 1.4 < 4.2 0 Camera 

5545L-55454 2.0 S 4.0 0 Camera 
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